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The importance of conservation is matched by its potential to provoke contention, especially for rewilding.
Treating rural peoples as biodiversity ‘‘problems’’ has given way to viewing them as ‘‘solutions,’’ but most
needed is a turn toward biodiversity democracy, resolving conservation conflicts and balancing rural-urban
interests despite knowledge and value disagreements.
Conservation conflict
According to the 2019 Intergovernmental

Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity

and Ecosystem Services global assess-

ment report, some 1 million species may

be threatened with extinction. Many of

the drivers of global biodiversity loss,

including alterations in land use and over-

exploitation, have only accelerated in the

last 50 years. After failing to meeting the

2020 Aichi Targets, the Convention on

Biological Diversity has been developing

a set of goals and action-oriented targets

for Post-2020.1 These ambitious goals

aim not only to stabilize biodiversity loss

by 2030 but also to allow for recovery of

the area, connectivity, and integrity of nat-

ural ecosystems by 15% by 2050. To

achieve these goals, a combination of

including all land and sea under inte-

grated spatial planning, effective imple-

mentation of protected areas for

conserving wilderness areas and biodi-

versity in 30% of the planet, and placing

20% of degraded ecosystems under

restoration have been set as targets.

In order to achieve the goals, large-

scale restoration will be required, and

rewilding is one of the restoration ap-

proaches that has the potential for large-

scale deployment.2 The concept of re-

wilding has evolved since the late 20th

century. Earlier emphasis on large pro-

tected areas with connecting corridors

for large carnivores has given way to

focusing on complexity and on promoting

ecological succession in a dynamic func-
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tional view of ecosystems.2 Rewilded

habitats are defined by their resilience to

recurring natural disturbances such as

fire. Trophic relationships are multiplex

and diverse. Species and their interac-

tions ‘‘engineer’’ the environment. Re-

wilding practice encompasses many

strategies, including agricultural land

abandonment, allowing natural vegeta-

tion dynamics in urban parks, diversifying

forests, non-management of ecological

disturbances, species reintroductions,

and restoring connectivity. But the goal

is eventually realizing more self-regulating

natural landscapes.

Ecosystems are inexorably intertwined

with human society. Wilder landscapes

present both risks and benefits to people.

The experience of wilderness can be

culturally and psychologically valuable,

and high-integrity ecosystems provide a

number of services to human beings,

including flood protection, pollination,

andwildlife game. But ecological changes

invariably comewith the risk of social con-

flicts. People already live in most of the

areas that could be targeted for rewilding,

both inside and outside protected areas.

Currently, over a quarter billion people

live in protected areas, a number that

may reach over 1 billion people in some

protected area expansion scenarios.3

These estimates do not include other rural

areas thatmay be targeted for restoration,

and over half of the world population lives

in rural landscapes.4 While some rewild-

ing interventions pose only low or indirect
uthors. Published by Elsevier Inc.
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risks (e.g., passive regeneration of native

grassland can bring increased fire risk of

shrub encroachment), approaches such

as carnivore reintroduction or recoloniza-

tion pose higher perceived and immediate

risks to local livelihoods and can even

provoke psychological distress among

pastoralists.5

Conservation’s relationship with these

social risks and the role of rural peoples

has evolved. Rural people were widely

treated as a ‘‘problem’’ during much of

the 20th century (Table 1). But this view

has given way to presenting rural resi-

dents are biodiversity ‘‘solutions,’’ at least

in theory. We argue that the social risks of

rewilding will not be averted by idealizing

either scientific or local knowledge.

Rather, the solution is biodiversity

democracy.

Rural people as the problem
Throughout the 20th century, environ-

mental policy has increasingly ‘‘followed

the science.’’ In the United States and

elsewhere, environmental issues have

been decreasingly settled through a dem-

ocratic process, becoming administrative

matter for experts and/or decided within

the court system.6 Traditionally, conser-

vation scientists have been seen as hav-

ing the privilege to ‘‘speak for’’ not only

biodiversity but also which environmental

values people should ostensibly have

(Table 1).

When conservationists have spoken for

nature, agriculture and other traditional
censes/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Table 1. An overview of competing frames for the relationship between the conservation movement, people, and science

Stakeholder engagement Dominant period Distribution of responsibility Orientation toward knowledge/values

Rural people as the

problem

before 2000 local communities are responsible for the

degradation of ecosystems and the loss of

biodiversity

scientists and conservationists (typically from

urban backgrounds) prove how ecosystems

should be managed to protect biodiversity and

are source of correct environmental valuesurban citizens and scientists act to prevent rural

extractive behavior

Rural people as the

solution

2000–2020 local communities are the best managers of

landscapes and the guardians of biodiversity

scientists should study ILK and incorporate it in

their understanding of ecosystems and learn

from traditional value systemsurban communities are the main drivers of

biodiversity loss through their remote impacts

Biodiversity democracy after 2020 both local communities and urban communities

are key stakeholders and responsible actors for

ecosystems and rural landscapes

a diversity of values and preferences for nature

across stakeholders needs to be incorporated in

democratic decision making on rewilding

scientific ecological knowledge and ILK are

applied toward developing and implementing

solutions
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rural ways of life have usually been either

absent or the target of critique. The

spread of agriculture and indigenous

hunting and gathering are often blamed

for losses in biodiversity. For many years,

biodiversity science presumed rather than

demonstrated that non-native habitat

areas were also ‘‘non-habitats.’’7 Rural

people were rendered as part of ‘‘the

problem’’ by default.

Interview data bear this out. In

Katherine Cramer’s interviews with rural

Wisconsinites, resentment of university

researchers and environmental bureau-

crats was motivated by the feeling that

the latter only held contempt for rural peo-

ple and their ways of life. Residents saw

researchers as urban interlopers who

refused to acknowledge the environ-

mental knowledge that rural people did

possess.8

Conservation efforts have often floun-

dered because of this resentment. For

instance, the proposed introduction of

grizzly bears to Montana’s Bitterroot

Mountains was stymied by polarization

and mistrust. The bear came to symbolize

the declining ‘‘Old West,’’ built upon

ranching, mining, and forestry, and the

ascendance of a ‘‘New West’’, defined

by conservation and ecotourism. Rural

residents saw reintroduction as a sort of

invasion, an imposition of the vision of

nature believed by urban, liberal new-

comers. The ‘‘real’’ goal of grizzly advo-

cates was seen as the extermination of

Old West lifeways. One landowner put

the matter bluntly: ‘‘I don’t think this is

about grizzly bears. This is about power.’’
A compromise reintroduction plan lan-

guished amidst increasing gridlock before

fading into irrelevancy.6

This historical episode illustrates re-

wilding’s potential to provoke resentment.

Even restoration cases that don’t involve

species reintroduction are strikingly

similar. Wetland restoration efforts on

the former border between West and

East Germany succumbed to local resis-

tance. Farmers not only cited worries

about possible damage to their fields but

also felt compelled to ‘‘narrate their his-

tories, their decades-long grievances,’’

viewing the effort as an attempt by con-

servationists to impose their anti-agricul-

tural ‘‘ideology.’’9

No doubt that this is but a short except

of the history of rural exclusion, one that

stretches back to removal of indigenous

groups from national parks and arguably

continues in the contemporary push for

protected areas. Summarized as a con-

servation ‘‘ideal type,’’ it is where scienti-

fic knowledge is held as everywhere

superior to local know-how. It frames rural

peoples as biodiversity ‘‘problems’’ for

pristine nature, which results in the inter-

ests of usually urban citizens being privi-

leged over those who already live within

biodiverse landscapes.

Rural people as the solution
Many biodiversity advocates now realize

that making rural peoples into a ‘‘prob-

lem’’ often turns them into conservation

enemies. Conservation science has

evolved to recognize the biodiversity

value of traditional or local ecological
knowledge (ILK) ( Table 1). For instance,

forest gardens tended by First Nations

groups in the Pacific Northwest have

higher species richness and functional di-

versity than the surrounding landscape,

even 150 years after the end of manage-

ment by indigenous communities.10 And

similar studies exist for traditional pastoral

and forestry systems.11 Biodiversity solu-

tions do not necessarily require ‘‘pristine’’

nature.

At some level, rewilding advocates

have already recognized this. A study of

political discourse in Scotland found that

rewilders have been already distancing

themselves from narrative that rewilding

is about creating a world without people

or unilaterally imposing animal reintroduc-

tions. The ‘‘new storyline’’ emphasizes

that people are essential to rewilding

and are beneficiaries of ‘‘nature-based

economies.’’12

But this recognition risks turning rural

peoples into ‘‘the solution.’’ NGOs like

the World Wildlife Federation now declare

that indigenous people protect the major-

ity of global biodiversity. Such statements

omit complicated questions regarding

which practices from which indigenous

and local peoples are actually so protec-

tive. For instance, Polynesians may have

driven to extinction up to half of the bird

species in the Central Pacific between

4,000 and 1,000 years ago,13 and the

arrival of humans to many other regions

of the world saw the extinction of several

megafauna species at the end of the

Pleistocene.14 Centuries of deforestation

through traditional grazing and fire
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degraded Mediterranean mountain land-

scapes, leading to corrective state affor-

estation programs in the late 19th century,

often in confrontation with local commu-

nities.15 While ‘‘modern’’ societies should

bear much of the blame, the anthropolog-

ical evidence nevertheless shows that

indigenous and local practices are not al-

ways ecologically friendly.

In addition, local knowledge and

values are too often presented as

only at risk of being impoverished by sci-

entific reasoning rather than potentially

enhanced. For all the talk of conservation

plurality, learning between rural peoples

and scientists is often depicted as a

one-way street. One recent article right-

fully critiques ‘‘pristine’’ nature but ends

up concluding that effective biodiversity

protection means simply ‘‘empowering

the environmental stewardship of Indige-

nous peoples and local communities.’’11

‘‘Rural people as solution’’ as an ideal

type is the polar opposite of ‘‘people as

problem.’’ The denigration of rural knowl-

edge and culture is replaced by its

romanticization, and even by the

Commodification of Poverty, as many na-

ture protection schemes associated with

maintaining traditional populations may

hamper the capacity of those societies

to adapt and deal with new economic

and demographic changes.16 Urban sci-

entists are no longer biodiversity saviors

but rather taskedwith empirically verifying

traditional conservation wisdom and

values. It is also a form of environmental

‘‘epistocracy,’’ wherein a subset of

traditional knowledges and values dictate

conservation action and development

pathways.

Toward biodiversity democracy
The debate between ILK and conserva-

tion sciencemirrors disputes within public

administration and science and technol-

ogy studies about the rightful role of

expertise. And it is reflected today in

contemporary political discourse, which

is often divided between advocates of

‘‘follow the science’’ and populist pleas

to respect the ‘‘common sense’’ of ordi-

nary people.

The dilemma persists because of the

tendency to mistake political conflicts for

knowledge problems, something that

should not be repeated for rewilding.

Both urbanites and rural peoples have

legitimate interests at stake in conserva-
468 One Earth 5, May 20, 2022
tion decisions, involving cultural, experi-

ential, economic, and environmental

values, even if urbanites live farther

away. Resolving conservation conflicts

doesn’t really require ‘‘indigenizing’’

science or the value systems of

urbanites, and neither should rural

people’s inclusion hinge on the robust-

ness of their ‘‘traditional knowledge’’

or their adherence to certain ideas of

nativeness. Instead, the answer lies in

doing democracy, fairly negotiating the

competing interests to find tentative solu-

tions that work well enough for most

stakeholders.

One insightful case study involves

biodiversity-enhancing agri-environmen-

tal schemes, such as flower planting and

delayed mowing, among Dutch farmers.

The previous institutional arrangement

emphasized state control, with frequent

and complicated audits to ensure individ-

ual compliance. Framing farmers as biodi-

versity problems fostered frustration and

mistrust. The new model, which dele-

gated some of the responsibility for

administration and planning to farmers’

collectives, not only lowered transaction

costs but sowed goodwill. Some farmers

even began seeing themselves as

‘‘guardians of the Dutch landscape.’’

While participating environmentalists re-

mained skeptical that the ecological

impact would be enough, the arrange-

ment is an advance over the previous po-

litical ecosystem defined by antagonism

and apathy.17

But this does not nearly go far enough.

Agri-environmental schemes are helpful

for inducing farmers to embrace new

biodiversity practices and moving away

from the rural people as ‘‘problems.’’ But

it lets them be part of the solution mainly

insofar as they follow scientists’ instruc-

tions. Biodiversity democracy involves

not only more mutual learning but also

giving a broader set of stakeholders influ-

ence on goal setting (Table 1).

Rewilders could learn from toxic chem-

ical policy. The bureaucratic system

created by the Toxic Substance Control

Act is highly adversarial, relying on defini-

tively proving harms and balancing them

against the economic costs. Industry has

demanded ‘‘sound science’’ in order to

slow the process, but also practices a

moderately precautious form of ‘‘self-

regulation.’’ Massachusetts, in contrast,

developed a more collaborative model
through the Toxics Use Reduction Act.

Firms pay fees in proportion to their use

of toxics. But this legislation also created

a scientific institution, the Toxics Use

Reduction Institute, to assist firms in

reducing their use of toxic chemicals.

Together they codevelop functionally

equivalent but also more benign

substances and processes. Toxics use

was reduced by 40% in the first 15 years

of the program, contrasting paltrier

national-level declines.18 The more dem-

ocratic institutional arrangement side-

stepped an antagonistic stalemate, not

to mention endless scientific debate.

Most importantly, the relationship with

knowledge changed. Rather than trying

to prove risks, Massachusetts tasks firms

and government scientists to work

together to reduce hazards, despite their

competing interests. It works because it

asks stakeholders to combine their

distinct expertise to come up with solu-

tions rather than answers.

The equivalent could be achieved for

rewilding. Rather than set up scientists

and locals as adversaries, cultural and

productive goals of rural peoples could

be balanced with the biodiversity aspira-

tions of rewilders. Most importantly,

because the focus would be on interests,

it doesn’t require scientists and locals to

totally accept each other’s knowledge or

values as equally valid, only that they

work together to achieve some of each

other’s goals.

At the national and supranational level,

this means better balancing so-called

‘‘land sparing’’ with ‘‘land-sharing’’ ap-

proaches. It is all too easy for rural peo-

ples to look at calls to dedicate a third to

half of the Earth for protected areas and

see a future that doesn’t include them.

While more protected areas may still be

necessary, policy should also support in-

cremental and collaborative rewilding

across a mosaic of different land uses.

The outcome of these policies would be

a kind of socio-ecological succession.

When restoring a habitat, rewilding advo-

cates should expect the process of

evolving toward a hopefully more diverse

and resilient, dynamic state to take

some time. The social dimension is no

different. The replacement of ‘‘intensive’’

political management with a more ‘‘self-

regulating’’ democratic arrangement

enabling local people to participate in a

rewilding story that is not only
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scientifically well-grounded but also trust-

worthy and responsive.
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